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NTRODUCTION

As world reservea of conventional energy sources
lecrease (see Fig. 1), we must develop alternate sources.
)uring the transition period until ultimate sources are
leveloped, nuclear fission and coal are the moat likely
ources. The question marks in Fig. 1 indicate that it is
lot known to what extent coal and nuclear will be used to
:Iose the transition-period energy gap, because economic,
environmental, and sociopolitical considerations are still
)eing debated.
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Fig. 1.
Probable changes in the energy source mix for the
United States.

In this mini-review we focus on nuclear fission energy
and discuss the present cycle as well as several options
that have not been fully explored.

NUCLEAR FISSION

In the fission reaction, if certain kinds of heavy atoms
(called fkile fuels) such as uranium-285 (’W) capture a
stray neutron, they split into lighter atoms (called fission
fragments) and emit more than one neutron of their own
in the process, along with considerable energy. Expressed
as a formula, this reaction is

‘U + neutron + fission fragments

+ 2.5 neutrons (av) + energy .

The emitted neutrons in turn can be captured by other
5S6Ua~ms, thus causing additional splits and releaSing

more and more neutrons. Repeated capturing and
splitting is called a chuin reaction. It is sustained if there
are enough tissile fuel atoms close enough together that
the emitted neutrons will be recaptured. Having enough
tissile atoms close togetheris called Wing a critical
mass.
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Sometimes the emitted neutrons are captured by dif-
ferent kinds of heavy atoms such as uranium-23S VW)
and thorium-232 (W%), which aren’t readily fissionable.
These atoms, now altered, can be used as fissile fuel; the
process of creating them is called concerting, or breeding.
Expressed as formulas, these reactions are

WI + neutron - ...- plutonium-239 (W%)

‘Th + neutron -. . .. - uranium-233 (’W) .

REACTORS

A reactor that simply “bums” fissile fuels such as ‘W is
called a burner. A reactor that also has atoms like ‘W and
‘iTh in or near its core, so that those atoms can be bred
into fissile fuel, is called a conuerter. If the conversion
pruceeds so well that more fuel is produced than is con-
sumed, the reactor is then called a breeder. At present,
the 68 commercial reactors in the United States are only
bumera of ‘*’U. Some ‘8’Pu is produced in them, but the
reactor designs aren’t optimized for breeding, nor is the
SS9~ currently recycled

TODAY’S NUCLEAR FUEL CYCLE

The cross-hatched pathway in Fig. 2 shows the present
nuclear fuel cycle. Naturally occurring uranium is found
in ores as a mixture of ‘“U (99.3%) and “U (().7%.). At the
beginning of the fuel cycle, the ore is mined, milled,
leached with chemicals, and processed into a form called
yellow cahe. The waste products of this process, called
mill tailings, (about 99% ofthe original ore mass) curren-
tly are disposed of in tailings ponda (called tailings piles in
the industry).

The yellow cake (1 lb produces about the same amount
ofenergy as 7.5 tons of coal) is shipped to conversion
plants where it reacts chemically with fluorine to form the
gas uranium hexafluoride (UP,). The slight difference be-
tween the weight of the WJF. molecules and the WJF.
molecules enables enhancement of the ‘WF, concentra-
tion of the mixture in the next step of the process.

The historical techniaue for ‘U em”chrnent is called
gaseous diffuswn, but” other techniques such as the
centrifuge process are being developed, and new tech-
niques using lasers are under research. ‘i’he United States
Government controls all domestic ‘W enrichment.

The amount of fuel enrichment done depends on the
need or reactor type for which the *WPW will be used. In
general, the higher the concentrations of *W (the fissile
part) the more flexibility there is in reactor design, but
most current reactors need fuel enriched to only about 3~0.
The fluorine in the enriched UF, mixture is then
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chemically replaced with oxygen, and the enriched
uranium oxide is fabricated into fuel pins clad in metal.

The byproducts of the enrichment process are called
uranium e~”chment tails, depleted in ‘U (conversely,
enriched in ‘U). These are currently stored for possible
use in a breeder reactor in the future. If the enrichment
tails in storage now were bred into “Pu, the energy from
burning the ‘“PU could supply this country’s electrical
needs for many decades.

At the reactor, the fuel pins are placed into rods, and
enough fuel rods, along with neutron-absorbing control
rods, are inserted into the reactor core, close enough
together so that a critical but manageable mass of fisaile
fuel resulta. The nuclear chain reaction begins, liberating
neutrons, fission fragrnenta, and energy. The fisaim frag-
menta remain trapped inside the fuel pins. l%e released
energy is used to heat water, converting it into steam that
turns turbines for generating electricity.

As the fuel “burns,” it becomes depleted in ‘U, and
eventually the ‘U concentration becomes too low for ef-
fective reactor operation. The fuel pins must be replaced
about every three years, usually one-third of them every
year.

The “spent” fuel. pins still contain some ‘U, as well as
fission fragments, ncu, and gome s~~pu bred from l“U. If
the pins were reprocessed, the‘“U and ‘WPU could be
reused as fuel, and the “U could be used in a breeder to
breed more ss~pu. However, reprocessing bn ‘t currently

done in the United States.
Instead, the spent fuel pins are sent to interim storage.

They are called reactor nuclear waste,” but aa mentioned
above, that is a poor choice of words because of the
valuable ‘W, ‘W, and W% content of the pins. Storage
is a problem, however, because the pins are radioactive.
The “TU has a decay time of thousands of yeara. Fission
fragment.a most dangerous to man, strontium-90 (Wr)
and ceaium-137 (1”(2s), have decay times of hundreds of
years.

Research is underway on the suitability of deep un-
derground sites for permanent storage of nuclear fuel cycle
byproducts. They would likely be stored in salid form, for
example melted with and solidified into glass-a process
called uitrz”fication.

The discussion above outlined the nuclear fuel “cycle”
that is now used in this country (the cross-hatched
pathway in Fig. 2). However, in fact it isn’t a cycle—it is a
one-pass system. It would be a cycle, though, if spent fuel
pins were reprocessed.

OPTIONS

Figure 2 shows that there are other potential pathways
for developing nuclear fission energy.

●In the broadest sense, nuclear waste also includes mill tailinga,
weapons program refuse, etc. Some of that waste is chemically
treated before being put into interim storage.
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Fig. 2.
I%ssible nuclear fisswn energy, fuel cycle pathways.

With continued mining of raw high-grade uranium ore,
our supplies will be depleted in just a few decades. Even
without breeding, one pathway is the use of reprocessed
=Cu and nopu, ~epma~ly or combined as so-called mixed

oxide fuels (MOX), in burners. Reprocessing would save
between 20 and 40% on the amount of raw uranium that
would need to be mined for a reactor. Reprocessing would
also change the mixture of byproducts put into permanent
storage, because most of the ‘W, ‘W, and ‘OPu would be
removed for reuse. A chemical reprocessing method,
called PUREX, recovers 99.9% of the uranium and
plutonium, but it is now used only on nuclear weapons
program byproducts, not commercial reactor byproducts.

Use of breeders to create ‘SPU from ‘U, or ‘W from
Y%, is enother option that could supply the United
States with fission/electric power for centuries.

The term “conventional” breeder in Fig. 2 is a misnomer
in that this country doesn’t have a “ready to order” 2S1U

breeder yet; further research and development is needed
before breeders become a real commercial option.

Two other potential (but. not commercially real)
breeder options are shown in Fig. 2. Electronuclear
breeding would use accelerated hydrogen atoms to knock
neutrons out of targeta, and the neutrons then would bom-
bard ‘82Th to breed ‘“U. The conceptual fisionffieeion
hybrid would use neutrons from fusion reactions to cause
fission reactions and additional energy release in a sub-
critical fissile-fuel blanket surrounding the fusion core.

The kind of reactor used (burner, breeder, hybrid)
would dictate the pathways in Fig. 2 up to the reac-
tor—the so-called front end of the cycle—and would, in
part, dictate the pathway used after the reactor-to so-
called back end of the cycle.

Note the options currently bypassed in the back end of
the cycle. As mentioned, chemical/metallurgical
reprocessing would provide substantial fuel recovery. But



what about the other radioactive fission fragmenta? One
option is laser photochemical separation (a technique that
allows activation and separation of just one kind of atom
or molecule in a mixutre of several kinds), which may
provide:
. Separation of uranium and plutonium from liquid waste

for fuel recycling.
● Separation of long-lived fiision products, such as iodine-

129, zirconium-93, and technetium-99, that could be
returned to a reactor where nuclear transmutations
would reduce them to stable nonradioactive isotopea.

. Separation of heat-generating radioactive elements,
such as ‘Sr and ‘87CS.Removal would reduce the heat
load of the remaining byproducts. Such isolated ele-
mente might profitably be used to supply process heat
(heat for an industrial process) during their decay (half-
life about 30 yeara). Also, research is underway to use
talcs ~ i~adiate municipal sewage sludge to make the

sludge biologically inactive and thus suitable for fer-
tilizer.

● Recovery of valuable metals such as rhodium and
palladium that could be sold.

If laser photochemical separations were done, the remain-
ing toxic wastes could be much more easily stored; after
700 yeare, less than one ten-millionth of the initial toxicity
would remain.

Laser photochemistry is a new field, and little work has
been done on the use of lasers at the back end of the cycle.
This option needs further study.

In the meantime, these fuel cycle back-end wastes
should be viewed as potentially very valuable, and
perhaps a “permanent” storage facility should be designed
for retrieval.

ISSUES

As we use more fission energy, we must consider these
issues.
● Mill Tailinga. Environmental problems and potential

solutions have been identified, but more research and
development is necessary.

. Transportation. Transport of nuclear material is
currently necessary between each facility in Fig. 2.
There is some concern about the material’s suscep-
tibility to terrorists and ita environmental impact in an
accident; but there has been much research on material
transport in recent yeara, and solutions to potential
problems are at hand.

. Eco~ics. The economics of a fission system changes

d?as @wor$@ en--economic situation changes. It is
u @u@3mdL$&uld be considered with desires for
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. Safeguards. Safeguards is the protection and ac-
countability of nuclear materials as they move through
the cycle. The subject is under intensive research and
development, with upgraded prototype systems now in
use. The nuclear park concept (see Fig. 2) could also ad-
dress safeguards and transportation concerns.

. Safety. The perceived (but not necessarily real) issue
here is reactor safety. Accident deaths per year for the
population of the entire United States are about
111,000. It has been estimated that with 100 nuclear
power plants operating, there might be an additional
two deaths per year from reactor accidents and two per
year from routine emission of radiation. However, none
have been reported yet even though we have 68 commer-
cial reactors in operation.

● Terrorism. The transportation and safeguards aspects
have been discussed. The main remaining concern is
sabotage of a nuclear facility. Operating plenta have in-
creased security, including physical barriers and elec-
tronic detection.

. Proliferation. The underlying concern here is that
development of the technology and possible subsequent
sales to foreign countries may result in those countries
being able to build a nuclear weapons program of their
own, using reactors to breed weapon-grade material.
However, they can develop the technology (albeit ex-
pensive) themselves or acquire it from countries other
than the United States. Those countries could also pose
an international threat using much less expensive
chemical or biological weapons that are much more dif-
ficult to detect than nuclear weapons.

● Fuel Cycle Byproducts. Their processing, transporting,
and storage have been discussed.

COMMENTS

Today’s energy sources for the United States are the fis-
sion burner reactor, plus fossil energy supplies and a small
amount of hydroelectric power. It will be several decades
before ultimate sources such as fusion, solar, and geother-
mal are sufficiently developed that they have noticeable
impact on our energy supplies (see Fig. 1).

To fill the energy gap in the transition period (which
may last longer than indicated in Fig. 1) when oil and gas
supplies are diminishing and ultimate sources are
developing, this country has three options: coal, nuclear
fiision, and conservation. It is now generally agreed that
coal alone can’t fill the gap. We should conserve our
energy no matter what it.a source, but the United States
will still have base needs for high-grade energy.
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